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Material: zinc alloy

Code scrambling technology : anti-counterfeiting and anti-spying

Support card type: M1, S50, S70

Card capacity: 1024

International standard latch bolt can be replaced directly

Surface polishing and electroplating treatment

Industrial-strength motherboard and components

Special PCB surface treatment technology: fungi-proof , moisture-proof and salt fog-proof

Mobile power bank can be used as the backup power if batteries drain

24 month warranty on internal components and 12 months for external components

Emergency key access in need.

Batteries service life will be more than 2 years- 4pcs AA Alkaline batteries.

The FM-01 digital door lock represents a classic design easy entry option 
for your home.  

A stylish door lock in a brushed metal finish with the choice of either P.I.N. 
code or an RFID card to provide quick and convenient access. Mechanical 
key access is also available in need.

Available in antique copper, champagne gold or satin nickel.

Satin Nickel
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FM-02 Digital Lock

Satin Nickel

FM-02 Digital Lock
The FM-02 digital door lock represents a classic design easy entry option 
for your home.  
A stylish door lock in a brushed metal finish the FM02 also features the 
choice of fingerprint recognition access option, or P.I.N. code to provide 
quick and convenient access.  

This high quality engineered lock adds style to your state of the art home 
security.  
Both of these locks also feature a discreet emergency key access option.

Available in antique copper, champagne gold or satin nickel.

Specifications
Material: zinc alloy

Code scrambling technology : anti-counterfeiting and anti-spying

Touch screen or keypad, illuminated buttons

Fingerprint capacity: 100 groups

International standard latch bolt can be replaced directly

Surface polishing and electroplating treatment

Industrial-strength motherboard and components

Special PCB surface treatment technology: fungi-proof , moisture-proof and salt fog-proof

Mobile power bank can be used as the backup power if batteries drain

24 month warranty on internal components and 12 months for external components

Emergency key access in need.

Batteries service life will be more than 2 years- 4pcs AA Alkaline batteries.
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Antique Copper

Champagne Gold

Satin Nickel
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FM-03 Digital Lock

Satin Nickel

At the higher end of our product range is the FM03 model.  Slide up the 
sleek cover to reveal the illuminated display panel.  
Either enter your PIN on the touchscreen or use the fingerprint recognition 
window to enter your home in style.  

Available in antique copper, champagne gold or satin nickel.
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Specifications
Material: zinc alloy

Mortise material: stainless steel 304

Mortise type: CX-01, CX-02

Sliding cover design, waterproof and fireproof

Code scrambling technology : anti-counterfeiting and anti-spying

Touch screen, voice prompt , illuminated buttons

Fingerprint and password capacity: 300 groups

LED Liquid-crystal Screen, voice prompt and time can be displayed on the LCD, also can check the unlock record.

KDS Touch Technology, the HD diamond touch screen is wear-resistant and excellent in feeling

Surface polishing and electroplating treatment

Industrial-strength motherboard and components

Special PCB surface treatment technology: fungi-proof , moisture-proof and salt fog-proof

Mobile power bank can be used as the backup power if batteries drain

24 month warranty on internal components and 12 months for external components

Emergency Key in case

Batteries service life will be more than 2 years
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FM-06 Digital Lock

Satin Nickel

The FM06 is a striking contemporary lock to enhance any home.  

Simply brush the screen to illuminate the access display screen, then 
enter your PIN or opt for the fingerprint recognition technology.

Available in antique copper, champagne gold or satin nickel.

FM-06
The FM06 is a

Simply brush
enter your PIN

Available in a
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Material: zinc alloy

Mortise material: stainless steel 304

Mortise type: CX-01, CX-02

Code scrambling technology : anti-counterfeiting and anti-spying

Touch screen, voice prompt , illuminated buttons

Fingerprint and password capacity: 300 groups

LED Liquid-crystal Screen, voice prompt and time can be displayed on the LCD, also can check the unlock record.

KDS Touch Technology, the HD diamond touch screen is wear-resistant and excellent in feeling

Surface polishing and electroplating treatment

Industrial-strength motherboard and components

Special PCB surface treatment technology: fungi-proof , moisture-proof and salt fog-proof

Mobile power bank can be used as the backup power if batteries drain

24 month warranty on internal components and 12 months for external components

Emergency Key in case

Batteries service life will be more than 2 years
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